
APUSH PROMPT 1

AP US History Essay Prompts, Organized by Topic. The AP US History essays (or all written portions) are 60% of the
exam including short-answer questions (SAQs), long-essay questions (LEQs), and document-based questions (DBQs).
For more support with AP US History, join our live.

They took away trial by jury in the new Vice-Admiralty courts created. Docs 1 and 3 are used in par. And with
the New Deal we often think about this kind of alphabet soup of agencies. The student also maintains that the
economic reasons for revolting were more significant thus pointing directly to the relative importance of the
two factors. History, so the bases of everything you're writing has to be about American society, but there's
nothing saying you can't compare American society to other nations in this time period. There are two points
with Document Use: 1st Point Uses the content of at least three documents to address the topic of the prompt.
To help you remember, use the acronym H. Recovery, to try to get the economy back on track. And I think in
this context the word conservative doesn't mean politically conservative or right-leaning, but rather
conservative as in the sense of keeping something that existed before. Because if the thesis is the first thing
you write, it will then be in the introduction and it will give you direction and clarity on what to write for the
remainder of the essay. To write a little outline for yourself, to decide what your thesis is going to be, and
come up with a game plan that is gonna direct the rest of your writing time, which should be the rest of the
time that you spend. There are four ways you can analyze a document on the exam. Now you might be able to
end on a note that shows your knowledge of what's to come, but really for the meat of this essay, you want to
stick to the time period in question. They stated that only colonial legislatures had the power to tax within the
colonies 2 Sam Adams, the leader of the Sons of Liberty who tried to bring about revolution, stated that the
colonists enjoined all the rights of Englishmen, including protection of their property rights. Docs 7, 5 and 6
are used in paragraph 5. Stating the colonists were angry does not indicate the factors that caused this anger.
Analyze major changes and continuities in the social and economic experiences of African Americans who
migrated from the South to urban areas in the North in the period to  But the other thing we know about the
New Deal is that in the end it didn't really work. Maybe it's about a topic that you like more or maybe it's a
topic about what you feel like you can give more information, but in these cases always play to your strengths.
Now you might also have heard this called the free response question or FRQ. To get the point, you must do
two things: You must correctly identify the correct H. So unlike the short answer questions, which are very
specific about one period in time, this is asking you to take a broader look at US history and write an essay
about one of its major themes. The introduction sentences also do not introduce the relative importance of any
factors. Reader Tip: What big trends are happening during the prompt?


